What phasons look like: particle trajectories in a quasicrystalline potential.
Among the distinctive features of quasicrystals-structures with long-range order but without periodicity-are phasons. Phasons are hydrodynamic modes that, like phonons, do not cost free energy in the long-wavelength limit. For light-induced colloidal quasicrystals, we analyze the collective rearrangements of the colloids that occur when the phasonic displacement of the light field is changed. The colloidal model system is employed to study the link between the continuous description of phasonic modes in quasicrystals and collective phasonic flips of atoms. We introduce characteristic areas of reduced phononic and phasonic displacements and use them to predict individual colloidal trajectories. In principle, our method can be employed with all quasicrystalline systems in order to derive collective rearrangements of particles from the continuous description of phasons.